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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, ad hoc networks with frequency-agile radios utilizing omnidirectional and directional antennas form the basis of study. This work focuses
on the selection of channel-access and routing protocols for these networks.
Findings demonstrate that protocol selection must occur jointly in order to
increase the efficient utilization of available spectrum while achieving maximum network performance.
In this thesis, we investigate several channel-access methods that provide
different ways of selecting one of the heterogeneous non-overlapping channels
for transmission. We also investigate a modification of least-resistance routing
that accounts for the variations in transmission channels. Through simulation,
we find that better network performance can be achieved when the channelaccess and routing protocols are considered jointly. Additionally, we examine
the difference in protocol selection when using a network consisting of terminals
equipped with omni-directional antennas and when using a network in which
some of the terminals employ directional antennas. Finally, we explore a
channel busyness metric as a means of assisting with an adaptive, distributed
protocol, while the development of such a distributed protocol is left for future
work.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Ad Hoc Networks

An ad hoc network is formed from a collection of mobile terminals that
self-configure to establish reliably networked connectivity in highly dynamic
environments through wireless communications only. Ad hoc networks have
no base stations, requiring that all coordination of network operations be distributed. Each terminal is responsible for determining when and how it should
transmit data such that there is a high likelihood of a successful transmission. The terminals also collectively determine how to forward information
to a desired destination when it is not efficient or practical for the source
and destination of the information to communicate directly. To support reliable communication in mobile ad hoc networks, distributed protocols are
needed. Designing distributed protocols is complex, compared to protocols for
infrastructure-based networks, due to the challenges of high mobility, lack of
centralized control, and unpredictability of the interference environment. Even
with the increased challenges of distributed protocols, there is high demand
for ad hoc networks especially when an infrastructure is unavailable or difficult
to deploy, such as during disaster relief settings, for military communications,

and in developing countries [1].
While there is extensive investigation into distributed protocols for wired
networks, the demands placed on wireless networks and emerging spectrum
opportunities available for radio communication [2] require new protocols. For
example, a terminal must have a means of knowing when it may access any
available spectrum, what the etiquette requirements are, and which other terminals are potential receivers. Additionally, each terminal may be limited to
receiving from only one other terminal at a given time without interference or
may employ directional antennas to support multiple simultaneous transmissions and receptions. All of these constraints make ad hoc networks a unique
class of networks.

1.2 Frequency-agile Radios

A frequency-agile radio provides flexibility in selecting a frequency channel for a transmission. One significant advantage of frequency-agile radios
is their ability to employ portions of the spectrum that might otherwise be
under-utilized [2]. The frequency-agile radio selects a channel for a particular
transmission, and subsequent transmissions and receptions may employ a different channel. One significant challenge of employing frequency-agile radios is
in selecting the particular channels for each transmission so that the network
makes efficient utilization of the available spectrum and ensures high levels of
network performance.
2

The channel-access and routing protocols designed for frequency-agile radios must account for the characteristics of the available channels when scheduling a transmission. For example, two important properties of a channel are its
data rate and carrier frequency, and these features have a fundamental impact
on the communication range and transmission time. Frequency-agile radios
therefore provide great flexibility in adapting to dynamic interference environments, traffic demands, terminal capabilities, and topologies. The challenge
lies in taking advantage of this flexibility to efficiently adapt to changing network conditions in real-time. Frequency-agile radios must be paired with the
right protocols in order to achieve an increase in network performance over
radios with a fixed channel assignment.

1.3 Channel Access and Routing

In a given network with multiple terminals that all wish to send data,
there must be some mechanism for determining which terminals are allowed
to transmit at what times. This is commonly referred to as channel access.
Channel-access schemes have several important functions. They must enable
fair network access by all terminals, handle data with priority needs, and allow
transmissions such that collisions are minimized. Collisions can occur due to
several reasons. For example, consider terminals with omni-directional antennas and half-duplex operation. Multiple-access interference is illustrated in
Figure 1.1. If terminals X1 and X2 transmit simultaneously to receivers Y1
3

and Y2 respectively, the channel-access protocol must ensure that the transmissions will not produce interference that is strong enough to prevent reception
at either receiver. In Figure 1.2, terminals X1 and X2 must also schedule their
transmissions in order to avoid simultaneously transmitting to the same receiver, Y . The hidden terminal problem occurs when X1 and X2 are unable to
determine that they are each attempting to transmit to Y . The channel-access
protocol must also coordinate transmissions so that the receiver is expecting
the transmission and is available for reception, unlike the scenario illustrated in
Figure 1.3. In this scenario, X1 is transmitting to X2 . However, X2 is unavailable to receive the transmission as it is in the middle of its own transmission
to terminal Y . Further complications arise if multiple channels, directional
antennas, or multiple transceivers are available at some of the terminals. The
channel-access protocol must coordinate how these resources are utilized.

X1

Y1

Y2

X2

Figure 1.1: Example of multiple-access interference as a channel-access problem.
X1

Y1

X2

4

Y2

X2

X2

X1

Y

X1

X2

Y

X2

Figure 1.2: Example of a common receiver as a channel-access problem.
X1

X1

X2

X2

Y

Y

Figure 1.3: Example of an unavailable receiver as a channel-access problem.
When a terminal needs to send a packet to a destination, it is the responsibility of the routing protocol to determine the route [3]. The routing protocol
must consider the number of relays to a destination, the cost of each hop,
and the reliability of the links. If a certain route or link is discovered to no
longer be reliable, the routing protocol must identify other possible options
and update routing information quickly, reliably, and efficiently. Additionally,
certain areas of a network may become bottlenecks due to a high concentration
of traffic; thus, it is also the responsibility of the routing protocol to consider
congestion when selecting routes.
In this work, we study ad hoc networks that use frequency-agile radios, and

5

we tailor our channel-access and routing protocols to suit the special demands
of a distributed network that has access to multiple channels.

1.4 Directional Antennas

Investigations into mobile ad hoc networks often assume that each terminal
utilizes an omni-directional antenna. This greatly simplifies the design of the
protocols since with an omni-directional antenna there is no need to determine
the direction to a receiver. The transmitter and receiver just need to be within
communication range. However, an omni-directional antenna also exposes the
receiver to interference from any other nearby transmitters.
With a directional antenna, the antenna has the ability to focus the transmission in a specific direction, allowing for a higher gain and a smaller chance of
interference. Additionally, a neighboring terminal is less likely to be subjected
to interference from a transmission for which it is not the intended recipient. In our investigations, we consider a model for a directional antenna in
which there are multiple fixed sectors, the sectors do not overlap, but complete
coverage in azimuth is guaranteed. Furthermore, we consider heterogeneous
networks in which not all terminals employ the same type of antenna. Instead
there is an ad hoc collection of terminals with different capabilities, and the
goal of the adaptive protocols is to exploit the available resources to maximize
network performance.

6

1.5 Outline of Thesis

Efficient utilization of frequency-agile radios in mobile ad hoc networks creates a new challenge in the design of link and network protocols because of the
availability of a heterogeneous collection of non-overlapping frequency channels. Prior investigations into protocols for ad hoc networks have established
that a layered approach to designing channel-access and routing protocols does
not result in efficient network performance, but that a cross-layer approach in
which there is coordination between the protocols is needed. Initial investigations into protocols for multiple frequency channels have typically designed
a channel-access protocol suitable for the expected capabilities of the radios,
then considered routing protocols optimized to perform well with the given
channel-access approach. Or, a routing protocol is selected that is well suited
to the intended application, and the design of the channel-access protocol is
optimized for the corresponding expected network behavior. The approaches
are often iterated improving first one of the two protocols while holding the
second fixed, then after the design at one layer is complete, revisit the design
at the other layer.
However, preliminary investigations into channel-access and routing protocols for frequency-agile radios have demonstrated that the iterated design approach described above does not lead to good performance across a wide range
of network characteristics. In fact, it has been shown that among a selected

7

set of channel-access and routing protocols, the combinations of protocols that
perform well changes dramatically in different network scenarios. In particular,
the work in [4] has shown that in a select set of scenarios for network topology
and channel characteristics there is a wide variety in the network performance
for different combinations of channel-access and routing protocols. Furthermore, it was shown that selecting one protocol (such as channel-access) and
adapting the other protocol (such as routing) to the demands of the scenario
is unable to consistently provide good performance. Clearly, a joint approach
to adapting both channel-access and routing is required and the adaptation
performed for each type of protocol must be coordinated. It remains an open
problem how to design a jointly adaptive channel-access and routing protocol.
In this thesis, we explore a wider range of network topologies, traffic scenarios, antenna models, and frequency channel parameters than has been previously considered. We expand the set of performance metrics to include a
measure of channel busyness. The goal is to characterize the many combinations of options and identify trends in performance that will lead to new
insights into the design of jointly adaptive channel-access and routing. We
provide a catalog of network performance in various scenarios that clearly illustrates that independent, or loosely coupled, adaptation of channel access
and routing will not provide reliable and efficient network performance across
the wide range of selected scenarios. We show that while a measure of channel
busyness is an intuitive and potentially useful metric that provides insight into

8

when network performance is both good and poor, a channel busyness metric
does not provide an easy to utilize method for jointly adapting channel access
and routing. In particular, we show that employing busyness as a metric to
drive adaptation of channel access and routing will not result in effective protocols across all the scenarios we consider. It remains an open problem how
to jointly adapt channel access and routing for mobile ad hoc networks with
frequency-agile radios to consistently achieve high network performance.
The rest of this thesis proceeds as follows. In Chapter 2, we provide a
brief literature review of related work. In Chapter 3, we include the system
description. Chapter 4 details the channel access and routing protocols, as
well as performance measures, in depth. In Chapter 5, we show the results
obtained from our work. Chapter 6 expounds upon the results with regards
to directional antennas. Chapter 7 explains our conclusions and future work.

9

CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
This work was largely inspired by Jackson’s work in [4] and Swaminathan’s
work in [5], [6], and [7] (see also [8]). These studies examine channel-access and
routing protocols in wireless ad hoc networks. In [4], the primary focus is on the
use of multiple heterogeneous frequency channels with frequency-agile radios,
and in [5], [6], and [7] the focus is on utilizing radios with directional antennas
in an ad hoc environment and multiple homogeneous frequency channels.
Little prior work combines frequency-agile radios and directional antennas
in an ad hoc environment. However, in [9], Feng and Yang examine a new
algorithm for optimizing joint transport, routing, and spectrum sharing for
wireless networks with frequency-agile radios. In their work, there is no predefined channelization, and they adjust the channel access and routing in order to
improve spectrum utilization. Spectrum utilization is important to our work,
but we emphasize improving the network throughput given a fixed spectrum
assignment. The focus in [9] is on a centralized approach to optimization,
while our work investigates distributed protocols for ad hoc networks.
There is a large amount of prior research regarding protocol selection for
basic ad hoc networks. We consider the work found in [10], which provides
an extensive discussion of a transmission-scheduling protocol for ad hoc networks. The protocol is distributed, yet for our work to consider this protocol,

it must be extended to provide support for multiple frequency channels and
directional antennas. Similarly, Li and Ephremides discuss joint scheduling,
power control, and routing in [11]. Their proposed protocol is created for ad
hoc networks, yet uses a centralized approach. Another study in [12] also
jointly examines scheduling, routing, and power control in an ad hoc network.
This work approaches the problem of a cross-layer protocol as a mathematical optimization problem and focuses primarily on reducing the amount of
transmission power.
Prior research in the area of multi-channel ad hoc networks takes many directions. In [13] and [14], the authors study networks that combine frequencyagility and ad hoc networks. Both [13] and [14] use a model where each
terminal has multiple radios. Our work provides a model where each terminal
has a single radio that is frequency-agile, instead of having multiple radios
at a single terminal. In [13], Stemerdink addresses the network performance
through simulation using varying numbers of radios and channels. His results
focus on the effects of changing the number of radios and channels, while our
results focus on the effects of varying the channel-access and routing protocol
combinations. The authors of [14] mathematically prove the efficiency of their
channel-assignment, scheduling, and routing algorithms. Additionally, they
focus on the effects of varying the number of radios per terminal. The work
found in [15] studies frequency-agile multi-channel networks and proposes a
new opportunistic multi-channel MAC (OMC-MAC) to exploit channel varia-

11

tions. A key design point of this protocol is its ability to account for channel
fading. While this work focuses on several of the key ideas found in our work,
such as multi-channel environments, ad hoc networks, and results based on
varying the packet arrival rate, our work primarily studies a joint routing and
channel-access protocol, instead of focusing on only the link layer.
Focusing more on preserving spectrum, in [16] the authors address jointly
selecting the route and spectrum used in a dynamic spectrum network. This
work compares results obtained from a design where routing and spectrum
selection are decoupled with their new approach of collaboratively selecting
a route and spectrum usage. A future idea for our work is to integrate this
idea of joint route and spectrum selection. We currently address the impacts
of jointly selecting routing and channel-access protocols instead. The authors
in [17] similarly adapt their approach to better handle spectrum allocation.
This paper presents a new method of coordinating communication between
neighboring terminals. With the approach presented by [17], terminals are
grouped together in such a way that a group can share a common control
channel. The control channel need not be the same for all groups. It is a topic
of future research to extend our system model beyond a single, system-wide
control channel to handle multiple non-overlapping control channels.
Early research in the area of directional antennas in an ad hoc environment includes work by Ko, Shankarkumar, and Vaidya in [18] and work by
Ramanathan in[19]. Ramanathan addresses basic ideas of how to integrate
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beamforming antennas into ad hoc networks. Work has been expanded by
authors, such as those for [20], who seek to alleviate some of the problems
compounded by directional antennas. The work in [20] also seeks to benefit
from the spatial reuse created by the directional antenna system. We benefit
from these ideas in our work, but we also add the complexity of frequency-agile
radios. There have also been investigations into appropriate uses of routing
and channel-access protocols for mobile ad hoc networks utilizing directional
antennas. Routing improvements are discussed by Saha and Johnson in [21]
and channel-access control is discussed by the authors in [22].
In this thesis, we seek to combine the benefits created by multi-channel ad
hoc networks with frequency-agile radios and directional antennas. The previous work show that careful cross-layer protocol design is required to achieve
efficient network performance.
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CHAPTER 3
System Description
3.1 Overview

The model for a spread-spectrum packet radio network is described in
this chapter. The focus of our research is at the physical, link, and network
layers, and the details of the basic operation of each layer are presented in this
chapter. In the next chapter, we discuss the extensions to the basic protocols
that address the heterogeneous properties of the traffic channel.
At the physical layer, each transceiver is half-duplex, frequency-agile, and
able to switch channels between each transmission or reception. The channels
have different carrier frequencies and bandwidths, resulting in varying communication ranges and data rates. Additionally, direct-sequence spread-spectrum
modulation is used and the radios have the ability to use directional antennas
with multiple transceivers.
The channel-access model uses a single control channel and selects from
among multiple data channels for a packet transmission. Channel access is
based on a standard RTS/CTS approach [23] and accounts for multiple-access
interference. The routing accounts for the quality and characteristics of links
between the source and destination terminals.

3.2 Physical Layer

Figure 3.1 shows the modules that make up the physical layer model for
transmitting data from terminal X to terminal Y . The rate for a particular
packet transmitted by terminal X is Di , and depends on which channel i is
selected for the transmission. The information is encoded using a rate R = 1/2
convolutional code. Direct-sequence spread-spectrum modulation is then employed on the code words at the desired chip rate, 1/TC i , where TC i is the chip
duration for channel i. The channel model includes additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) and multiple-access interference from other transmitters, which
is also assumed to be Gaussian. At the receiver, the acquisition module utilizes a serial-acquisition algorithm, and the false alarm and miss probabilities
depend on the received symbol-energy to interference plus noise ratio (EINR).
If acquired, the probability
the Channel
transmission
also depends on the
Acquisitionis decoded
Decoding
X
Y

X

EINR [24]. Only if the packet is successfully decoded is any of the information
Transmitter

Receiver

available to terminal Y .

X

Di

Coding

R

Modulation

1/TCi

Channel

Y

Demodulation

Acquisition

Figure 3.1: Block diagram of physical layer.

We assume that there is some external process that determines which data
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channels are available and also determines the carrier frequency and bandwidth
for each channel. There are M − 1 data channels and one control channel, and
the frequency assignments for the channels do not overlap. For our investigations we assume the channels are available for a long time, and we do not
consider protocols to add or remove channels. Furthermore, the same set of
channels is available to all terminals.
The data rate for channel i is

Di =

R
.
N TC i

(3.1)

The spreading factor is N and TC i , the chip duration, is the inverse of the
chip rate. The chip rate for each channel depends on the bandwidth, and for
simplicity the chip rate is assumed to equal the bandwidth. We make the
assumption that when comparing two channels, the channel with the larger
carrier frequency will have a higher data rate. For purposes of illustration,
some of the values employed in our simulations are listed in Table 3.1, though
the protocols investigated in this thesis do not depend on these specific values.
Control Channel
Data Channels
Channel 0
Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3
Bandwidth
4000 kHz
36000 kHz 12000 kHz 4000 kHz
Data Rate
125 kbps
1125 kbps 375 kbps
125 kbps
Carrier Frequency
1.004 GHz
4.36 GHz
2.2 GHz
1 GHz
Table 3.1: Illustrative channel attributes for a spreading factor of 16.

Both omni-directional and directional antennas are considered. For a terminal with an omni-directional antenna, there is a single half-duplex transceiver.
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The model for a directional antenna with multiple sectors described in [8] is
employed to characterize the operation of the antenna. A directional antenna
has n sectors and each sector has a dedicated half-duplex transceiver. An ideal
gain pattern is assumed for each non-overlapping sector, whereby the gain is
unity for the 360◦ /n degrees corresponding to a sector, and zero for all other
angles. Co-site interference is also included in the model [8]. That is, if a
terminal is transmitting on one of the sectors, then the receivers for the other
sectors cannot be simultaneously utilized at the same frequency due to the
co-site interference from the transmitter. The frequency separation between
channels is assumed to be sufficiently large so that transceivers for different
sectors tuned to different channels do not interfere with each other.
The transmission power for a transceiver is the same for either an omnidirectional antenna or a directional antenna. A directional antenna focuses its
transmission energy in one sector, hence, the signal strength in the direction
of a transmission is n times greater for a directional antenna than for an
omni-directional antenna. A receiver similarly experiences a gain in received
signal energy proportional to the number of sectors. The total received energy
depends on the number of sectors located at the transmitter, nt , the number
of sectors located at the receiving terminal, nr , and the distance between
transmitter and receiver. We use a standard model for the path loss [25] so
that the received power Pr is defined as
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Pr = Pt × nt × nr × (

λi α
) .
4πd

(3.2)

In the above equation (3.2), Pt refers to the transmit power, α is the path
loss coefficient, λi is the carrier wavelength for channel i, and d is the distance
between the transmitter and receiver. The carrier wavelength is equal to c/fi ,
where c is the speed of light and fi is the carrier frequency for channel i. For
this simple model we do not consider changes in antenna gain due to carrier
frequency.
The probability of successfully decoding a packet depends not only on Pr ,
but also on the symbol-energy to interference plus noise ratio, or EINR. The
EINR for a specific channel i is defined as

Ei =

N Pr TC i
.
N0 + PI i TC i

(3.3)

The received symbol energy is N Pr TC i . The one-sided power spectral density
is denoted by N0 . Additionally, multiple-access interference is defined as PI i ,
which is the sum of the received power from all transmissions on channel i
except for the intended transmission.
Each transmitted frame consists of an acquisition header and a payload.
The acquisition header must be acquired before the payload can be received.
Each channel has a specific acquisition threshold used to determine the probabilities of acquisition, false alarm, and miss [24]. Once acquired, the payload
must be successfully decoded to complete reception. When both acquisition
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and decoding are successfully completed for the header and the payload, the
frame has been successfully received.
The channel-access protocol, discussed in detail in Chapter 4, determines
which channel to use for a transmission; however, this decision is largely based
on the acquisition and decoding probabilities. The probability of successfully
acquiring and decoding a packet is monotonically related to the EINR through
the path loss coefficient, the transmit power, and distance between the transmitter and the receiver. To achieve an acceptable probability of acquisition
and decoding, the EINR must be greater than some threshold β, which depends on the details of the system and the desired probability of success. To
define a benchmark for discussion of topology, we define the communication
range, δi , as the maximum distance between the transmitter and receiver for
which the EINR is equal to β assuming no multiple-access interference. The
communication range is

δi =

1 Pt R 1
c
1
√
×
(nt nr ) α (
)α .
α
N0 β
fi Di 4π

(3.4)

Utilizing the example parameters given in Table 3.1, the associated communication ranges, as observed through our simulation, are listed in Table
3.2. Additional details about simulation parameters are provided in Chapter
5. The numbers shown here illustrate that there is considerable variation in
communication range depending on the parameters and antennas associated
with a specific link.
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nt
nt
nt
nt

=1
=3
=1
=3

and
and
and
and

nr
nr
nr
nr

=1
=1
=3
=3

Control Channel
Data Channels
Channel 0
Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3
1830 m
450 m
880 m
1830 m
2790 m
655 m
1290 m
2790 m
2790 m
655 m
1290 m
2790 m
4015 m
920 m
1870 m
4015 m

Table 3.2: Illustrative communication ranges.
The control channel must have a communication range greater than or
equal to that of the data channel with the longest communication range, as
the control channel is used to establish which terminals are neighbors. When
using parameters such that communication ranges are as indicated in Table
3.2, channel 3 can always be used to communicate with a neighbor, and it may
be possible for channel 1 or channel 2 to be used if the EINR is sufficient.

3.3 Link Layer

The channel-access protocol is utilized to coordinate access to each channel.
Channel 0 is designated as a control channel and the remaining M −1 channels
are used for packet transmissions. The channel-access protocol handles two
types of payloads: application-layer data packets and network-layer control
packets. The control packets contain information for routing and other network layer protocols and are called packet radio organization packets (PROPs).
Consider operation of the channel-access protocol for a data packet at
terminal X that is intended for a neighboring terminal, Y . When terminal X is
ready to transmit the data packet, the first step is to transmit a request-to-send
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packet (RTS) on the control channel. For the direct-sequence spread-spectrum
system, the RTS is transmitted using a receiver-directed spreading pattern,
thus only the terminal for which the RTS is intended is able to acquire the
RTS. The RTS sent from terminal X to terminal Y contains a list of possible
channels to be used for the data packet transmission. If terminal Y receives
the RTS, it selects a transmission channel z from the list of possible channels
for transmission. The mechanics behind channel selection are described in
Chapter 4, where we develop the details of our channel-access algorithm.
Terminal Y responds to terminal X with a clear-to-send packet (CTS)
indicating that channel z should be used for transmission. The CTS is sent
using a common spreading pattern on the control channel, and all terminals
that are tuned to the control channel and are able to acquire and decode
the CTS become aware of the scheduled transmission on channel z. When
the CTS is received by a terminal other than the intended destination, it is
referred to as an overheard-CTS. A terminal that receives an overheard-CTS
marks channel z as blocked, meaning it cannot initiate a transmission or permit
a reception that utilizes channel z for an amount of time that is calculated by
the terminal. An overheard-CTS always results in a blocked channel for the
terminal which receives the the overheard-CTS. The details of blocking and
reserving a channel are described in Chapter 4.
Once terminal Y transmits the CTS, it tunes its receiver to channel z
to wait for transmission from X. If terminal X successfully acquires and
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decodes the CTS, it begins transmission of data packets on channel z. Terminal
Y responds with an acknowledgment packet (ACK) or negative ACK packet
(NACK), also on channel z. All transmissions on channel z use a receiverdirected spreading pattern.
Upon successful completion of a data packet transmission, terminal X or Y
may wish to begin a new transmission. However, they are no longer aware of
the availability of the traffic channels. To reduce the probability of attempting
a transmission on a busy traffic channel, a pacing mechanism is used where the
terminal is required to listen to the control channel for a calculated amount
of time before initiating a new transmission. The pacing time calculation is
found in [26].
If during transmission, either terminal X or terminal Y fails to receive a
packet that they expect to receive after a specified time, a timeout occurs.
The timeout time is calculated in a manner similar to pacing.
All terminals maintain a neighbor table to keep track of which other terminals are within range. The neighbor table has a separate entry for each
terminal and channel. An example neighbor table for terminal A is illustrated
in Table 3.3. This neighbor table corresponds to the example network with hypothetical communication ranges for each channel shown in Figure 3.2. For a
transmission from terminal A to any other terminal in the network, the neighbor table shows which channels are bad or good. A bad channel z means that
terminal A is unable to use z to reliably reach that neighbor. For example,
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in Table 3.3, terminal A can not communicate with terminal E over channel
1 because this channel is marked bad. A channel z marked as good in the
neighbor table indicates that successful communication has been established
between the two terminals on channel z.
Terminal B
Terminal C
Terminal D
Terminal E

Channel 1
good
bad
bad
bad

Channel 2
good
bad
bad
good

Channel 3
good
good
bad
good

Table 3.3: Example neighbor table for terminal A.

C
E

B

D

A

Channel 1 Range

Channel 2 Range

Channel 3 Range

Figure 3.2: Network demonstrating transmission ranges for terminal A.

In order to establish network connectivity, PROPs are transmitted periodically using a common spreading pattern. Initially, all entries for a terminal’s
neighbor table are marked as bad. When a terminal successfully receives a
PROP on a channel z, the terminal updates the status of its neighbor table,
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marking channel z for the transmitting terminal as good. Once a terminal is
marked good, it remains so until there are more than CTS but no ACK threshold
consecutive transmissions on channel z where a CTS is received but the corresponding ACK is not. Once this threshold is exceeded, the status of channel
z reverts to bad. The parameter CTS but no ACK threshold is a simulation
parameter and is specified in Chapter 5. Channel z may become marked as a
good channel again after the successful reception of a PROP.
For a terminal employing an omni-directional antenna, PROPs are sent
on all M − 1 data channels in a cyclical manner. The transmission time for
a PROP is multiplied by a value prop freq to determine x, the interval of
scheduled times for PROP transmissions. Thus, in the first scheduled time
for a PROP the terminal will transmit over channel 1, then x seconds later
a PROP is transmitted over channel 2. This pattern continues until PROPs
have been transmitted over all M − 1 data channels for the terminal, at which
time the next PROP will be transmitted over channel 1 again. Additional
details about the transmission of PROPs are found in [26].
For a terminal employing a directional antenna, a separate neighbor table is
maintained for each sector. Therefore the transmitter for each sector is responsible for sending periodic PROPs so that the neighbor tables may be properly
maintained. The model for transmitting PROPs using directional antennas
remains the same as for omni-directional antennas, except that whenever a
PROP is generated by a transmitting terminal on channel z, the PROP is
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duplicated for transmission by all sectors.

3.4 Network Layer

In many network topologies, a packet must be relayed in order to reach
its destination because the destination terminal is not within communication
range of the source terminal. When there are multiple options for a path
from the source to the destination, the routing algorithm is used to select a
path. This model uses a modified least-resistance routing (LRR) protocol for
route selection [27]. The LRR protocol is a distributed protocol by which each
terminal tracks the quality of its links. The original investigations for LRR
utilize a link resistance metric to measure the link quality based on the interference encountered during receptions. The route resistance is the sum of the
link resistances for all links in a route. For the study presented in this thesis,
we adapt the LRR protocol to account for multiple heterogeneous frequency
channels by defining a channel metric that accounts for the properties of each
channel available for a link. The link resistance metric is a function of the
channel metrics. The implementation of LRR utilized in this study does not
include a measure of multiple-access interference in the link resistance metric.
Characterizing the channel resistances is an important feature of this model.
We provide additional details of varying route resistance in our protocol in
Chapter 4.
A modified Bellman-Ford algorithm is used to select the path. For example,
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in Figure 3.3, all links between neighboring terminals have a weight of 1. To
forward packets from terminal A to E, there are several options for a route.
One route is A → C → D → E, with a total cost of 3. Another route option
is A → B → E, with a total cost of 2.
Now assume the link weights are such as the labels indicate in Figure 3.4.
The route from A → B → E now has a total cost of 7. The path with the
least cost is now A → C → B → E, with a total cost of 4. We will discuss
how the weights are assigned to links in Chapter 4, when details of our routing
protocol are outlined.
1

2

1

C

A

D
1

1

D
1

6

B

1

C

A

B

1

3
1

1

E

E

Figure 3.3: Network with all link
weights equal.

Figure 3.4: Network with varying link
weights.

Each terminal employs a routing table to keep track of the next hop to each
destination corresponding to the route with the least resistance. A terminal
also stores a secondary outgoing link for each destination for the route with the
next lowest route resistance that does not use the primary outgoing link. As
PROPs, data packets, ACKs and NACKs are transmitted, the routing tables
are updated. When a terminal fails to receive an ACK for a packet transmission, the packet may be retransmitted. For a given packet, the transmission is
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first attempted using the primary link. After the maximum number of transmission attempts have been made for the primary link, additional attempts
utilize the secondary link. After the maximum number of transmissions attempts on the secondary link have been made without receiving an ACK, the
packet is discarded. The maximum number of transmission attempts on the
primary and secondary links is specified in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4
Protocols and Performance of Frequency-Agile Radios
To support heterogeneous ad hoc networks with frequency-agile radios, it
is necessary to modify the channel-access and routing protocols to exploit the
capabilities of the available spectrum. In the previous chapter we described
the base-line set of protocols that are designed for an ad hoc network in which
the data channels available to the radios are all identical. The protocols do not
account for the widely differing characteristics of the available traffic channels,
and thus they are unable to take advantage of the different capabilities that
the channels offer.
In this chapter we review a set of channel-access protocols and routing
metrics that have been designed specifically for a network with frequencyagile radios and a heterogeneous set of traffic channels. An open problem is
how to design a jointly adaptive suite of channel-access and network protocols
that can optimize performance for the specific scenario available to the ad hoc
network. Here we present the basic modes that such an adaptive protocol can
adjust between, and we investigate the performance that can be achieved for
each combination of protocol choices across a wide range of network and traffic
scenarios. The goal is to gain insight into what modes an adaptive protocol
should employ when specific scenarios are encountered.
We show that the choice of channel-access strategy and routing metrics

must be jointly considered. We describe a busyness metric that captures the
utilization of the channels. Simulations are employed to demonstrate that the
combination of protocols that provides the best network performance varies
dramatically depending on the details of the scenario (such as topology, traffic
patterns, traffic load, and antenna model). We show that the busyness metric
is not a sufficient indicator for determining the best combination of protocols.
In scenarios in which the network performance is very good, the busyness metric provides useful insight into why the particular selection of channel-access
protocol and routing metric enables the performance. However, we also identify scenarios in which a particular combination of channel-access strategy and
channel metric results in poor network performance, but the busyness metric
indicates that the performance should in fact not be poor. This demonstrates
that the busyness metric does not provide sufficient information to enable
adaptation.

4.1 Channel-Access Protocol

In our suite of protocols, we consider three strategies for channel-access,
which are based on the work by Jackson [4]. One key feature of this approach
to channel-access is to use reception of PROP transmissions to mark a channel
as good and failure to successfully forward packets as the trigger to declare the
channel bad, which is explained in Chapter 3. For a channel to be available
for transmission it must be marked as good and also must not be blocked. We
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say that such an available channel is free. Transmitters use these conditions
when determining which channel to use for transmission.
The first strategy is called the random channel-access approach. Using
random access, a terminal X with a data packet for neighboring terminal Y
builds a free list of the channels that are marked good and are not blocked and
includes this list in the RTS to Y . Terminal Y updates the free list by removing
any channels that it has blocked or that are bad. Terminal Y then randomly
selects one of the channels from the updated free list, with all channels in
the list having equal probability of being selected. The selected channel z is
listed in Y ’s CTS. Terminal X utilizes this channel for transmission of the data
packet, and other terminals that overhear this CTS block channel z for the
expected duration of the transmission. Referring to Table 4.1 for an example,
terminal X sends its RTS to terminal Y including channels 2 and 3 in the
free list. Terminal Y checks the availability of channels 2 and 3 and finds that
they are both unblocked. Terminal Y then selects either channel 2 or channel
3 with probability
Terminal
X
Y

1
2

and sends the selection to terminal X in the CTS.

Channel Availability
Channel 1
Channel 2
Channel 3
good, blocked
good, unblocked good, unblocked
good, unblocked good, unblocked good, unblocked

Table 4.1: Sample channel availability for terminals X and Y

The second approach for channel selection is called the highest good approach. The objective of this strategy is to select the channel with the highest
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data rate that is marked good and is not blocked by both terminal X and
Y . Recall by assumption that when selecting a channel, the channel with the
largest channel bandwidth corresponds to the channel with the highest data
rate and smallest communication range. The channel selection process proceeds in a manner similar to that of the random approach. For an example,
assume the data rate for each channel is specified according to Table 3.1 and
the channel availability is illustrated in Table 4.1. Terminal X sends the free
list to terminal Y in the RTS with channels 2 and 3 in the list. Upon reception
of the free list, terminal Y selects channel 2 as the transmission channel, as
channel 2 has the highest data rate from the available channels.
The third approach for channel selection is called highest deferred. This
approach determines the channel with the highest data rate that is marked
good for both terminals X and Y . This channel is selected if it is available,
and the transmitter and receiver will not choose a different channel if the
preferred channel is blocked. Because this channel-access approach limits its
selection to the channel with the highest data rate, a terminal may have to
defer a transmission attempt until this channel is no longer blocked instead
of selecting a channel that is available but has a slower data rate. Using
the channel availability in Table 4.1 and the highest-deferred channel-access
approach, channel 1 is selected as the transmission channel. However, channel
1 is currently blocked at terminal X, so terminal X does not initiate access to
this channel until the status changes to unblocked.
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For all channel-access approaches, head-of-line blocking is avoided because
the channel-access protocol informs the network-layer scheduler that the selected packet cannot be forwarded. The scheduler examines the packet queue
for another packet that can utilize a different channel and hence be forwarded.
Of course, if no such packet is found, the terminal waits until the status of the
channels changes.
The objective of each of the three channel-access strategies is different.
The random channel-access approach does not account for the characteristics
of the traffic channels. This channel-access protocol was investigated in [26]
and, under the assumption that the channels have identical characteristics, was
found to result in better network performance than approaches that ordered
the access to the channels. The highest-good and highest-deferred approaches
trade off reducing the waiting time even if the transmission time is increased
versus ensuring the minimum transmission time, respectively. Note that the
channel-access model remains the same for investigations using directional
antennas.
Through simulation investigation, we show that no one channel-access
method provides the best network performance for all network scenarios studied. These results are discussed in detail in Chapters 5 and 6. Selecting
a channel-access method that provides good network performance depends
heavily upon network conditions such as topology and traffic.
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4.2 Routing Protocol

The routing protocol establishes a routing table at each terminal. Each
terminal is responsible for maintaining n routing tables, where n corresponds
to the number of sectors at that particular terminal. The routing table is
updated when a PROP is received or when a neighboring terminal is deemed
unreachable on a particular channel.
Least-resistance routing (LRR) is used to determine the routes. The design
of LRR in [27] assigns a single weight to the link between two terminals, and
while the link layer can support multiple traffic channels between the pair
of terminals, LRR does not account for the differing characteristics of the
channels for a link. For our work, there may be multiple channels available
for use by the pair of neighboring terminals. A channel metric is defined that
assigns a weight to a particular channel that depends on the characteristics
of the channel. Then, the link weight is the minimum of the channel weights
among the good channels only.
Let Dmax be the maximum data rate among all traffic channels in the
network. We define the data rate channel metric for channel i as

W i = αi ×

Dmax
.
Di

(4.1)

The data rate for channel i is Di , and is given by equation 3.1 in Chapter 3.
A channel weighting factor αi is included in the data rate channel metric and
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αi = 1 for all i unless noted otherwise.
The channel metric assigns a larger weight to channels with slower transmissions and a smaller weight for faster transmissions. For example, referring
to Table 3.1 on page 16, the fastest channel has a weight of 1, then since
channel 2 takes three times longer than channel 1 to transmit a fixed-size data
packet, it receives a weight of 3. Channel 3 in turn receives a weight three
times larger than channel 2, making channel 3’s weight 9.
For the data rate channel metric, the weight for αi is 1. However, we found
that for many network scenarios and traffic loads, it is necessary to change the
weighting factor for some of the channels. For example, in many experiments
the slowest transmission channel (channel 3) has too large of a weight and is
rarely used. We found that small changes in the channel weights can make
a large difference in the end-to-end network performance. We also show that
network topology has a significant impact, and that great care must be taken
to properly select the channel weighting factors in order to achieve acceptable
network performance.

4.3 Efficient Channel Utilization

We examine channel utilization in addition to other performance metrics
to determine the efficiencies of the various protocol combinations. We use
busyness to measure the channel utilization.
To determine channel busyness, we calculate the number of data packet
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transmissions in channel i times the amount of time to transmit a data packet
using channel i. The amount of time to transmit a data packet in channel i is
fixed for each channel, and is calculated by the size of the packet divided by
the data rate for channel i. For our investigations the size of each data packet
is fixed at 10,000 bits with an additional 64 bit preamble sequence. Using the
channel attributes found in Table 3.1, the amount of time to transmit the data
packet for each channel is shown in Table 4.2.
Channel Data Rate
1
2250 kbps
2
750 kbps
3
250 kbps

Transmission Time per Data Packet
.00447289 sec/pkt
.01341867 sec/pkt
.040256 sec/pkt

Table 4.2: Table of Transmission Times per Data Packet on Channel i
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CHAPTER 5
Performance Evaluation
5.1 Simulation Design

Network performance is evaluated with a discrete-event simulation implemented using Opnet modeler 14.0. The simulation is an extension of the model
designed by Swaminathan and described in [8], and the implementation allows
for optionally including directional antennas. Many of the protocols first introduced by Jackson and discussed in [4] have been ported to our Opnet model.
Acquisition and packet error probability models follow the work of [26]. We
employ a link layer that uses RTS/CTS messages and other channel-access
techniques also found in [26]. The network layer uses LRR, as described in
Chapter 3 and originally discussed in [27]. We update the simulation to encompass the channel-access and routing changes discussed in Chapter 4, so
that the program operates with our model for multiple-frequency bands and
supports directional antennas. Simulation parameters are listed in Table 5.1.

5.2 Network Design

Unless otherwise specified, all simulations discussed in this thesis consist
of 30 terminals. Two categories of network topologies are examined, which we
name random networks and grid networks.
For random networks, the terminals are located randomly using a uniform

Parameter
Information bits per data packet
Information bits per PROP packet
Information bits per ACK packet
Acquisition header length in bits
Number of channels (M)
Number of sectors for directional antennas
CTS but no ACK threshold
Maximum number of transmission attempts on primary link
Maximum number of transmission attempts on secondary link
Spreading factor (N)
Path loss factor (α)
Transmit power (PT )
Code rate (R)
PROP frequency (prop freq)

Value
5,000
5,000
100
64
4
3
5
4
2
16
3
1.0 W
1/2
200

Table 5.1: List of simulation parameters
distribution within an n × n meter region, where n is the parameter for the
topology and varies by scenario. For all results for random networks presented
in this thesis, the traffic pattern considered uses 26 source-destination pairs.
To determine the source-destination pairs, the source terminal is selected randomly using a uniform distribution from a list of all terminals that have not
yet been selected as source terminals. The corresponding destination terminal is also selected randomly using a uniform distribution with all terminals
except the source terminal available for selection. Each source generates fixed
size packets, utilizes an exponential distribution for the packet interarrival
time, and all packets are for the source’s corresponding destination. In the
presentation of results we plot various performance measures as a function of
the packet generation rate, which is the generation rate at each source terminal. The results shown are averaged over three different simulation trials,
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with each trial having an independently generated network topology and set
of source-destination pairs.
Grid networks have a rectangular topology with a 5-terminal by 6-terminal
pattern, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. All terminals are spaced equally, with a
distance d between a terminal and its nearest neighbor. The model for traffic is
the same as for random networks, except for the selection of source terminals.
The source-destination pairs for a grid network are selected prior to the start of
the simulation. The source-destination pairs used for simulation are found in
the Appendix. We simulate different levels of traffic for the grid topology, but
all results in this thesis are from simulations using 30 source-destination pairs.
As with the random networks, results from the grid networks are averaged
over three simulation trials. However, the topology and source-destination
pairs remain the same for all three trials, so that the only variable is the
traffic.
d

d

Figure 5.1: Basic grid topology.
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5.3 Performance Analysis

In this chapter, we investigate network performance when all terminals
employ omni-directional antennas. Results for networks using directional antennas are discussed in Chapter 6. We use end-to-end completion rate, also
known as end-to-end success probability, as the measure by which the various
scenarios are compared. End-to-end completion rate is the fraction of packets
that successfully reach their destinations, based on all transmissions in the
network. At the destination, duplicate packets are removed so that only the
first copy of a packet is counted in the end-to-end performance statistics. This
metric demonstrates the overall reliability of our protocols and allows us to set
a standard for performance. One standard we consider is the highest packet
generation rate such that the end-to-end completion rate is greater than 90%.
The simulation also collects other link- and network-layer performance measures, however, we focus on completion rate for the results reported in this
thesis.

5.3.1 Channel-access tradeoffs
In this subsection, we show how the performance of the channel-access
protocol is very sensitive to changes in topology, the traffic generation model,
and routing choices. In particular, the strategy for channel-access resulting
in the best network performance depends on the interaction of the channel
weights used for routing and on the demand induced by the topology.
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The graphs in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the end-to-end success probability
as a function of the packet generation rate for the three channel-access protocols. A random network with dimensions 1200 m × 1200 m is used to generate
the results shown in both graphs. Channel attributes corresponding to both
graphs are found on page 16 in Table 3.1. However, for the results in Figure
5.2, αi is selected so that W1 =1, W2 =2, and W3 =4. To simplify notation we
refer to the channel weights for channels 1, 2, and 3 as weights 1, 2, and 4.
For the results in Figure 5.3, channel weights 1, 3, and 9 are used (i.e., αi = 1
for all i). In Figure 5.2, the highest-deferred channel-access method supports
larger packet generation rates than random or highest good. In this scenario,
highest deferred achieves greater than a 90% completion rate for packet generation rates up to approximately 1.2 packets/second. However, in Figure 5.3,
the highest-deferred channel-access method supports smaller packet generation
rates than either of the other two channel-access methods. For this example,
the highest-deferred strategy achieves greater than a 90% completion rate for
packet generation rates only up to approximately 0.75 packets/second. In
both examples, the highest-good channel-access method yields slightly better
performance than the random channel-access method.
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Figure 5.2: Channel-access tradeoffs demonstrated for a random network with
dimensions 1200 m × 1200 m with routing weights 1, 2, and 4.
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Figure 5.3: Channel-access tradeoffs demonstrated for a random network with
dimensions 1200 m × 1200 m with routing weights 1, 3, and 9.
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In a second set of investigations, we fix the channel weights and consider
multiple topologies. In Figure 5.4, we show the performance results for a
scenario with a random network with dimensions 1800 m × 1800 m, while in
Figure 5.3 a scenario with a random network with dimensions 1200 m × 1200
m is used. Both scenarios have channel weights of 1, 3, and 9. The carrier
frequency, bandwidth, and data rate are fixed to the values in Table 3.1, and
the number of terminals remains set to 30. The results shown in Figure 5.4
demonstrate that the highest-deferred channel-access protocol outperforms the
random channel-access protocol, while in Figure 5.3, random channel access
outperforms highest deferred. For Figure 5.4, the highest-deferred approach
achieves a 90% end-to-end success probability when the packet generation rate
is about 1.0 packets/second.
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Figure 5.4: Channel-access tradeoffs demonstrated for a random network with
dimensions 1800 m × 1800 m with routing weights 1, 3, and 9.
From the above Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, it can be seen that one channelaccess method does not perform the best in every scenario. Highest-deferred
channel access has the best performance when the random network has dimensions 1200 m × 1200 m and utilizes routing with weights 1, 2, and 4.
Highest-good channel access provides the best end-to-end success when the
routing weights are 1, 3, and 9 and the network has either dimensions 1200 m
× 1200 m or 1800 m × 1800 m. We continue to explore how to select the best
channel-access method later in this work.
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5.3.2 Routing tradeoffs
In this subsection, we demonstrate that the performance of the routing
protocol is very sensitive to the channel-access strategy and network topology.
We again compare the different scenarios by investigating the largest packet
generation rate that maintains a 90% completion rate.
A random network with dimensions 1200 m × 1200 m is used to generate
the results shown in Figures 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7. In Figure 5.5, we use the random
channel-access approach. In Figure 5.6, we use highest good as the channelaccess approach. For Figure 5.7, highest-deferred channel access is used. For
each of the different channel-access approaches, we show scenarios using min
hop routing (i.e., Wi = 1 for all i), routing with channel weights of 1, 2, and
4, routing with channel weights of 1, 2.5, and 6, and routing with channel
weights of 1, 3 and 9.
For Figures 5.5 and 5.6, corresponding to random and highest-good channel access, the results are quite similar. The routing decisions result in nearly
identical performance with regards to end-to-end success probability. However,
for the highest-deferred channel-access scenario in Figure 5.7, the performance
for the routing with channel weights 1, 3, and 9 drops significantly, and the
performance for both min hop and routing with channel weights 1, 2, and 4
increases significantly. Surprisingly, min hop routing provides the best performance for all three scenarios. As later results will demonstrate, min hop
performs well when paired with dense network topologies, such that many of
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the source-destination pairs are only one hop apart and do not rely on more
complicated routing.
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Figure 5.5: Routing tradeoffs demonstrated for a random network with dimensions 1200 m × 1200 m when channel-access is fixed at random.
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Figure 5.6: Routing tradeoffs demonstrated for a random network with dimensions 1200 m × 1200 m when channel-access is fixed at highest good.
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Figure 5.7: Routing tradeoffs demonstrated for a random network with dimensions 1200 m × 1200 m when channel-access is fixed at highest deferred.
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The impact of the routing decision is further seen in Figures 5.8, 5.9, and
5.10. For these three scenarios, a random network with dimensions 1800 m ×
1800 m is used. All other parameters remain the same as those used in the
scenarios shown in Figures 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7.
Figure 5.8 fixes the channel-access at random, as does Figure 5.5. However,
when the network topology has terminals spread out over a larger area as
in Figure 5.8, a different routing choice provides the best end-to-end success
probability. In this case, the data rate metric with weights 1, 2, and 4 performs
better than the other routing options. With the smaller network scenario
shown in Figure 5.5, the min hop routing outperformed the other routing
options.
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Figure 5.8: Routing tradeoffs demonstrated for a random network with dimensions 1800 m × 1800 m when channel-access is fixed at random.
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Figure 5.9 uses highest-good channel access and again shows a different
routing choice over the smaller topology found in Figure 5.6. Routing with
channel weights 1, 2, and 4 again outperforms the other options, while min
hop had performed best in the random network with dimensions 1200 m ×
1200 m.
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Figure 5.9: Routing tradeoffs demonstrated for a random network with dimensions 1800 m × 1800 m when channel-access is fixed at highest good.
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Comparing Figure 5.7 to Figure 5.10 also shows differences in the preferred
routing decision. These two scenarios both use the highest-deferred channelaccess strategy and random network topolgies. However, Figure 5.7 uses a
random network with dimensions 1200 m × 1200 m while Figure 5.10 uses
a random network with dimensions 1800 m × 1800 m. While the channel
weights provide comparable performance for these two scenarios in terms of
which channel weights provide the best performance and which channel weights
provide the worst performance, the level of performance varies significantly
between these two topologies. For example, while examining performance for
both topologies using channel weights 1, 3, and 9, the network with dimensions
1200 m × 1200 m has a 90% success probability for packet generation rates
up to 0.7. However, when using the random network with dimensions 1800 m
× 1800 m, the same channel weights provide a 90% or greater success probability for packet generation rates up to 1.0 packets/second. The comparison
between these two networks demonstrates how topology can further influence
the success of a set of routing weights.
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Figure 5.10: Routing tradeoffs demonstrated for a random network with dimensions 1800 m × 1800 m when channel-access is fixed at highest deferred.
The overall routing results from this section indicate that min hop routing
has the best performance when networks are denser and the average number
of hops between source-destination pairs is low. Based on the results from
our simulations, when the network is deployed in a larger area, routing with
channel weights 1, 2, and 4 provides the best performance. However, channel
weights 1, 2, and 4 are not the best choice under all conditions. As shown
by the results in this section, network performance is very sensitive to the
choice of channel weights, and a particular instance of channel weights may
provide dramatically different results under different network conditions. The
selection of routing when combined with channel-access is considered in the
next section.
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5.3.3 Joint consideration of protocols
As seen in the figures in the previous sections, end-to-end network performance depends heavily on the specific channel-access and routing schemes. In
order to achieve the highest performance, we look at which combinations of
channel-access strategies and channel metrics produce the best results. To understand how the combined routing and channel-access differs from results already discussed, consider the following scenario. Suppose that, for a given network scenario, channel-access type A provides the best network performance
when using routing type B. Also, for the same network scenario, channelaccess type C provides the best network performance when using routing type
D. We then must decide whether to use combination A − B or combination C − D. This section explores this problem of combining routing weights
and channel-access strategies. We have investigated three different types of
channel-access strategies and five sets of channel weights.
We examine the necessity for joint consideration of routing and channel
access further below. The scenarios shown in Figures 5.2 - 5.10 all use a
random topology. The results shown below in Figures 5.11 - 5.16 all use a grid
configuration, as illustrated in Figure 5.1 with d = 425 m. Traffic is generated
by all 30 terminals.
Figure 5.11 shows that if channel metrics with weights 1, 2, and 4 are used,
the preferred channel-access method is highest deferred. This combination
provides an end-to-end completion rate of 90% when the packet generation
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rate is approximately 1.3 packets/second. However, assume highest-deferred
channel access is used for routing weights 1, 3, and 9, as shown in Figure
5.12. This provides very poor performance with a 90% completion rate being
achieved when the packet generation rate is about 0.7 packets/second.
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Figure 5.11: Performance for a grid network with d = 425 m when channel
weights are 1, 2, and 4.
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Figure 5.12: Performance for a grid network with d = 425 m when channel
weights are 1, 3, and 9.
The busyness metric helps explain the disparity between the results seen
in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. Busyness graphs corresponding to these figures are
shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14. The busyness graphs plot the percentage of
the channel used as a function of the packet generation rate. The percentage
of the channel used is a calculation of what percent of time the channel is
busy with transmissions, as described in Chapter 4. In Figure 5.13, which
examines the busyness for the highest-deferred channel-access method of the
same scenario shown in 5.11, it can be seen that channel 3 is utilized more than
channels 1 or 2. However, both channels 1 and 2 still reach significant levels
of usage. Because with routing weights of 1, 2, and 4 the highest-deferred
channel-access option achieves good overall network performance, we know
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that the distribution of channel usage in Figure 5.13 must allow for this good
performance. Having a good distribution of channel usage in the busyness
graph does not always correspond to high end-to-end network performance,
but a poor distribution of channel usage does preclude the possibility of high
network performance.
In Figure 5.14 we see an example of poor channel usage. In this figure, we
see that channel 3 is barely used and that most of the traffic is sent on channel
1. The channel characteristics are found in Table 3.1 on page 16. While a
low usage of channel 3 and a high usage of channel 1 may work for some
networks, especially ones with low traffic demands, this particular topology
has a high traffic load and network performance can be improved considerably
if the terminals also utilize channels 2 and 3 for some of the traffic. Because the
routing weights are 1, 3, and 9, we say that in this case the routing protocol has
been too aggressive and the large weights make channels 2 and 3 undesirable
so that channel 1 carries most of the traffic. The poor performance of the
highest-deferred channel-access approach for this set of channel weights can
be seen in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.13: Busyness across all three channels for data rate metric with
weights 1, 2, and 4 and a channel-access method of highest deferred.
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Figure 5.14: Busyness across all three channels for data rate metric with
weights 1, 3, and 9 and a channel-access method of highest deferred.
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Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show more combinations of channel metrics and
channel-access protocols for the same topology and traffic load considered in
Figures 5.11 and 5.12. In these figures, using weights of 1, 1.5, and 3 and min
hop routing yields less variation among the channel-access choices.
Busyness graphs corresponding to the highest-deferred channel-access choice
for Figures 5.15 and 5.16 are shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18. These results
demonstrate that monitoring the busyness of the traffic channels can be utilized to predict when there is a poor choice of channel-access strategy and
channel metrics. In this example, it is clear that channel 1 is underutilized in
the scenarios illustrated in Figures 5.17 and 5.18, while channel 1 is overutilized in Figure 5.14. However, the busyness graph in Figure 5.17 corresponds
to much better network performance than either of the graphs in Figures 5.14
or 5.18. This example demonstrates how it is difficult to determine network
performance based solely on the busyness graphs, yet we are still able to see
some correlation between busyness and network performance.
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Figure 5.15: Grid network performance with heavy traffic when routing
weights are 1, 1.5, and 3.
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Figure 5.16: Grid network performance with heavy traffic when routing is min
hop.
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Figure 5.17: Busyness for all three channels for data rate metric with weights
1, 1.5, and 3 and a channel-access method of highest deferred.
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Figure 5.18: Busyness across all three channels for data rate metric with min
hop routing and a channel-access method of highest deferred.
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To demonstrate how busyness graphs are insufficient for determining good
network performance, we examine two busyness graphs in Figures 5.19 and
5.20. The busyness statistics are generated using the same network topology
with a routing/channel-access combination A and a routing/channel-access
combination B. Figure 5.19 represents combination A and Figure 5.20 represents combination B. We keep the identities of the routing/channel-access
combinations anonymous in the text to sharpen the contrast between the different scenarios. However, their identities may be found below in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.19: Busyness graph for scenario A.
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Figure 5.20: Busyness graph for scenario B.
Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show very similar channel usage for two different
scenarios. However, scenario A achieves 90% completion rate or greater until
the packet generation rate reaches slightly over 1 packet/sec, while in scenario B a 90% completion rate is achieved only until the packet generation
rate reaches approximately 0.85 packets/second. Scenario A utilizes the best
routing/channel-access combination we found for the particular topology and
traffic load used in that scenario. This might lead to the assumption that
channel 1 should be utilized more heavily than channel 2, as can be seen
in Figure 5.19. However, we examine another scenario, this time involving
an entirely different topology, where the protocol combination used in scenario C outperforms the other combinations we studied. In this case, the
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busyness graph can be seen in Figure 5.21. This busyness graph is almost
identical to the one in Figure 5.20. We know that the protocol combination
used in scenario B, however, did not perform as the best combination choice
for that particular network, but that the protocol combination for scenario C
did. These three combinations of routing and channel-access demonstrate that
the busyness graph does not provide sufficient information to determine network performance. While combinations A and C are both the top performers
for their respective topologies, the busyness graphs for the two combinations
differ greatly. Because the development of distributed protocols requires a priori knowledge of what constitutes good network behavior and the ability to
adapt to such behavior, the busyness metric can only be used as a supporting
factor in the development of distributed protocols. Overall, the busyness metric primarily indicates poor network performance or potentially good network
performance and must be utilized in such a manner.
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Figure 5.21: Busyness graph for scenario C.
Scenario
A
B
C

Topology
Grid with d = 425 m
Grid with d = 425 m
Random with
dimensions 1800 m × 1800 m

Channel-access
Highest deferred
Random
Highest deferred

Channel weights
1, 2.5, 6
1, 2.5, 6
1, 2, 4

Table 5.2: Table of routing/channel-access combinations to demonstrate busyness.

5.3.4 Best Network Performance
Overall while examining joint combinations of routing and channel-access,
highest-deferred channel access using routing with channel weights 1, 2, and
4 had the most consistently good end-to-end performance. For the grid topology, we examined light, medium, and heavy traffic loads using different values of d and different carrier frequencies, and for the random topology we
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examined scenarios using different values of n. To determine the best joint
performance from our trials, we calculated at which packet generation rate
each routing/channel-access combination reached a 90% completion rate. We
then calculated the difference between the particular combination and the
best simulation combination for that scenario. After averaging all the data,
the combination of data rate routing with channel weights 1, 2, and 4 and
highest-deferred channel access outperforms all other combinations for both
the random scenarios and the grid scenarios. However, this combination of
channel weights and channel-access method by no means provides the best
performance under all conditions, as indicated throughout this chapter. Additionally, we make no claims for how this combination will perform given other
network topologies or conditions.
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CHAPTER 6
Directional Antenna Results
In this chapter, we investigate network performance for systems utilizing
directional antennas. End-to-end completion rate is used to compare the performance of the various scenarios. Similar to investigations reported in Chapter 5, the simulations utilizing directional antennas employ two topologies,
random networks and grid networks. An additional parameter for the random
network is the percent sectored, which is the percentage of terminals in the
network with directional antennas. For the results reported in this thesis, the
percent sectored value is 40%. As shown in Table 3.2 in Chapter 3 on page
20, the communication range if the transmitter or receiver employs a directional antenna is greatly extended. The results reported in this chapter for
random network topologies use the same traffic generation model as described
in Chapter 5, which selects 26 source-destination pairs.
For the grid network, we control the distance between nearest neighbors.
We define a grid network using 30 terminals. All 30 terminals generate traffic in the same manner as described in Chapter 5. Four of the terminals
have directional antennas, while the remainder have omni-directional antennas. The terminal placement is shown in Figure 6.1. The directional antennas
are marked by the dark circles in the figure. For the grid networks, we investigated two values for d: 425 m and 550 m. If d = 425 m, each terminal is able to

reach its immediate neighbors using channel 1, even when both terminals are
utilizing omni-directional antennas. By expanding the grid topology shown
in Figure 6.1 such that d = 550 m, for communication between two neighboring terminals on channel 1 to be successful, at least one of the terminals
must employ a directional antenna. Referring to Table 3.2 on page 20, we see
that using two omni-directional radios for communication over channel 1 has
a maximum communication range of 450 m. However, when at least one directional antenna is present at the transmitter or receiver, the communication
range extends well beyond 600 m.
d

d

Figure 6.1: Terminal placement for a grid network using directional antennas.

Figure 6.2 illustrates the orientation of the sectors for the directional antennas. The placement of the terminals remains relative to d, as shown in Figure
6.1. The orientation of the sectors may be changed within the simulation, but
for our investigations the sectors are always oriented as shown.
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of sectors for directional antennas.
6.1 Channel-access tradeoffs

As with the networks in which terminals employ omni-directional antennas
only, the performance of networks with terminals using directional antennas
is also very sensitive to changes in topology, traffic generation, and routing
choices. In this subsection, we show how the channel-access protocol is influenced by the routing decision and the topology of the network.
The graphs in Figures 6.3 - 6.6 show the end-to-end success probability as a
function of the packet generation rate for three channel-access approaches. For
Figure 6.3, a random network with parameter 1500 is simulated. Using channel
weights of 1, 2.5, and 6, the highest-good channel-access approach performs
the best, with a 90% completion rate occurring for packet generation rates up
to about 2.2 packets/second. The highest-deferred channel-access approach
performs the worst, with a 90% completion rate for packet generation rates
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up to about 1.5 packets/second.
Keeping the channel weights the same and varying the topology produces a
different outcome. Figure 6.4 is generated using a grid topology with d = 550 m
and the same routing found in Figure 6.3. However, for Figure 6.4, the highestdeferred channel-access approach performs the best with a 90% completion
rate for packet generation rates up to about 1.3 packets/second. Highestgood channel access provides performance that does not differ greatly from
highest-deferred.
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Figure 6.3: Channel-access tradeoffs demonstrated for a random network with
parameter 1500 using directional antennas and routing weights of 1, 2.5, and
6.
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Figure 6.4: Channel-access tradeoffs demonstrated for a grid network with
d = 550 m using directional antennas and routing weights 1, 2.5, and 6.
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Consider the graph shown in Figure 6.5. This graph is generated using the
same topology as Figure 6.4, which is a grid network with d = 550m. However,
routing weights for Figure 6.5 are 1, 3, and 9. Keeping the topology the
same and adjusting the routing weights also varies the outcome. As shown in
Figure 6.5, highest-good channel access provides the best performance, while
for Figure 6.4, highest-deferred channel access provides the best end-to-end
performance.
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Figure 6.5: Channel-access tradeoffs demonstrated for a grid network with
d = 550 m using directional antennas and routing weights 1, 3, and 9.

Considering another topology change, Figure 6.6 is generated using a grid
topology with d = 425 m instead of d = 550 m, as used for Figures 6.4 and 6.5.
The network corresponding to the graph in Figure 6.6 also uses routing weights
of 1, 2.5, and 6. Therefore, the graphs in Figure 6.4 and 6.6 show simulation
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results using identical scenarios except for the spacing between nearest neighbors. However, for the network in Figure 6.6, the best performance is obtained
using the highest-good channel-access protocol with a 90% completion rate of
about 1.7 packets/second. Additionally, the highest-deferred channel-access
protocol provides the worst performance, while for Figure 6.4, the highestdeferred channel-access protocol provides the best performance.
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Figure 6.6: Channel-access tradeoffs demonstrated for a grid network with
d = 425 m using directional antennas and routing weights 1, 2.5, and 6.

Overall, Figures 6.3 - 6.6 demonstrate how changes in topology and routing
effect the performance of the various channel-access methods. The approach to
channel access that performs well in one scenario often performs very poorly in
another even if there are only relatively small changes to the topology or routes
that are selected. There is also significant variation in which packet generation
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rates allow for a 90% completion rate among the scenarios. We continue by
exploring routing tradeoffs and then characterize the joint consideration of
routing and channel-access.
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6.2 Routing Tradeoffs

In this section, we demonstrate how the performance of the routing protocol remains sensitive to channel-access strategy and network topology while
employing directional antennas. We investigate different scenarios and use
the largest packet generation rate that maintains a 90% completion rate as a
comparison point.
Figure 6.7 shows the end-to-end success probability as a function of the
packet generation rate for a random network with parameter 2000.

The

channel-access approach is highest good and the routing weights vary. Figure 6.8 uses the same channel-access approach as Figure 6.7, but the topology
is changed to use a fixed grid topology with d = 550 m. Interestingly, while
the networks used to generate these two figures vary only by topology, the
outcome of network performance is much different. In Figure 6.7, the routing
option with the best performance uses channel weights 1, 2, and 4. However,
the network performance resulting from channel weights 1, 2, and 4 for the
scenario depicted in Figure 6.8 is among the worst simulated.
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Figure 6.7: Routing tradeoffs demonstrated for a random network with parameter 2000 when the strategy for channel access is fixed at highest good.
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Figure 6.8: Routing tradeoffs demonstrated for a grid network with d = 550
m when the strategy for channel access is fixed at highest good.
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In Figure 6.9, a random topology with parameter 1500 is used to generate the results. Additionally, highest deferred is used as the channel-access
approach for all results shown in the figure. Similarly, the simulation results
shown in Figure 6.10 utilize the same channel-access approach as the results in
Figure 6.9. In both sets of simulations, we vary the channel weights. However,
the scenario for results in Figure 6.10 employs a grid topology with d = 550
m. The results differ greatly from Figure 6.9 to 6.10. For the random network, channel weights 1, 2, and 4 provide the best network performance, with
a 90% completion rate occurring for up to a generation rate of about 2.2 packets/second. For the grid network, channel weights 1, 2, and 4 provide the
worst network performance with a 90% completion rate for up to a generation
rate of 1.0 packets/second. Clearly, varying the topology impacts the routing
decision.
Additionally, a comparison between Figures 6.8 and 6.10 demonstrates the
impact of varying the channel-access approach. Results shown in both Figures
6.8 and 6.10 use the same grid topology with d = 550 m. However, in Figure
6.8, the highest-good channel-access strategy is used and in Figure 6.10 the
highest-deferred channel-access approach is used. It can be seen that for the
scenario using highest-deferred channel access, channel weights 1, 2.5, and
6 provide the best network performance, but for the scenario using highestgood channel access, channel weights 1, 3, and 9 provide the best network
performance. This is just one example of how altering the channel-access
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approach, but fixing the topology, can impact the routing decision.
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Figure 6.9: Routing tradeoffs shown for a random network with parameter
1500 when the strategy for channel access is fixed at highest deferred.
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Figure 6.10: Routing tradeoffs shown for a grid network with d = 550 m when
the strategy for channel access is fixed at highest deferred.
Figure 6.11 displays results for different routing choices when using a grid
network topology with d = 425 m and the highest-deferred channel-access protocol. When comparing this figure to Figure 6.10, the only difference between
the scenarios is the size of the grid network. However, the routing results are
dramatically different. While channel weights 1, 2.5, and 6 performed best
for the grid network with d = 550 m, these same weights provide the worst
performance of all sampled channel weights when d = 425 m. Additionally,
channel weights 1, 1.5, and 3 provide the best performance for the grid topology with d = 425 m, and these same weights are tied for the worst performance
when the grid is larger, with d = 550 m. This example demonstrates that the
density of a topology can impact the routing decision.
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Figure 6.11: Routing tradeoffs demonstrated for a grid network with d = 425
m when the strategy for channel access is fixed at highest deferred.
6.3 Joint Consideration of Routing and Channel-Access Protocols

In the previous sections, we show how the selection of the channel-access
method and routing method influences end-to-end network performance. In
this section, we explore how to jointly select a routing and channel-access protocol. As demonstrated in Chapter 5, the combined selection of the protocols
produces a different outcome from selecting the protocols individually.
Using a grid topology with d = 425 m, the highest-good channel-access approach outperforms the highest-deferred channel-access protocol for all choices
of channel weight that we investigated. This can be clearly seen in Figure 6.12,
which shows eight combinations of channel-access and routing approaches.
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In the key, “HG” refers to highest-good channel access and “HD” refers to
highest-deferred channel access. The routing approaches are numbered in the
key in Figure 6.12 in order to focus on the difference between channel-access
approaches. The channel weights corresponding to the routing numbers from
the key can be seen in Table 6.1. Additionally, routing is explored in Figure
6.13.
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Figure 6.12: Difference between network performance for highest-good and
highest-deferred channel access for a grid network with d = 425 m and 4
directional antennas using a variety of channel weights.
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Routing
1
2
3
4

Channel weights
1, 1.5, 3
1, 2, 4
1, 3, 9
1, 2.5, 6

Table 6.1: Table of channel weights corresponding to routing in Figure 6.12.

Figure 6.12 differentiates between highest-good and highest-deferred channel access. This graph makes it clear that for this network topology, highestgood channel access provides better network performance than highest-deferred
channel access. Figure 6.13 focuses on solely the highest-good channel-access
options. We can see from Figure 6.13 that channel weights 1, 1.5, and 3 provide the best performance under these constraints, although the other channel
weights still provide end-to-end-network performance that is very close.
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Figure 6.13: Network performance for a grid network with d = 425 m and 4
directional antennas using highest-good channel access and a variety of channel
weights.
When using a grid network with d = 550 m as just described, the terminals
with directional antennas have the potential to become overloaded with traffic.
As Figure 6.14 shows, the channel-access method appears to now have little impact on the network performance. Instead, the routing choice is more critical.
Figure 6.15 illustrates that channel weights 1, 3, and 9 provide the best network
performance when using highest-good channel access. Figure 6.16 illustrates
that routing weights 1, 2.5, and 6 provide the best network performance when
using highest-deferred channel access. Figures 6.14 - 6.16 illustrate that two
different combinations of channel-access strategies and channel metrics both
provide the best network performance.
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Figure 6.14: Performance of various routing and channel-access combinations
for a grid network with d = 550 m and 4 directional antennas.
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Figure 6.15: Performance of highest-good channel access with varying routing
weights for a grid network with d = 550 m and 4 directional antennas.
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Figure 6.16: Performance of highest-deferred channel access with varying routing weights for a grid network with d = 550 m and 4 directional antennas.
Overall, network performance for networks utilizing directional antennas
varies widely with different channel-access and routing choices. The network
topology and number of directional antennas influence these decisions heavily.
In Chapter 5 when examining networks with all omni-directional antennas,
we found that a single choice for routing and channel access could be identified that results in the best network performance using our criteria of success
probability. The results in this chapter show that there is not always a unique
combination of protocols that maximize performance. When using random
network topologies with 40% of the terminals utilizing directional antennas,
highest-good channel access paired with routing with channel weights 1, 2, and
4 provides the best end-to-end network performance. However, when utiliz-
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ing a grid network with 4 directional antennas, using highest-deferred channel
access paired with channel weights 1, 2.5, and 6 provides the best network
performance. Further research is needed in order to recommend a specific
combination of channel-access and routing that would be suitable to differing
topologies and traffic demands.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions
This thesis examines ad hoc networks with frequency-agile radios utilizing omni-directional and directional antennas. We study the characteristics of
such networks while varying the topology and the traffic pattern, and using
a specific set of heterogeneous non-overlapping channels. We explore the effects of modifying the routing and channel-access protocols to support these
networks. We show that joint characterization of the channel-access and routing protocols leads to better network performance than selecting either of the
protocols independently. Additionally, we demonstrate how the systems that
utilize directional antennas have different protocol needs than for the systems
with omni-directional antennas. Overall, we demonstrate how the joint selection of routing and channel-access methods is necessary for the efficient
utilization of available spectrum to maximize network performance.
When examining networks utilizing only omni-directional antennas, we
show simulation results from both grid topologies and random topologies. For
all topologies, a specific channel-access and routing combination was found to
provide the best network performance. In most instances, the highest-deferred
channel-access method was preferable, which requires the transmitting terminal to use the channel with the fastest data rate for transmission, even if the
channel is not immediately available and the terminal must wait. When exam-

ining networks utilizing both omni-directional and directional antennas, the
simulation results provided greater variation. While the directional antennas
greatly increase the transmission range of a terminal, they also increase the
likelihood of bottlenecks within the network. Therefore, the directional antennas can be a great asset to a network by allowing transmissions over longer
ranges, or they may be a detriment when heavy amounts of traffic are routed
through them. Thus, the routing protocol and channel-access protocol must
be carefully selected in order to prevent the directional antennas from becoming a detriment to the network. Additionally, we found that with networks
utilizing directional antennas, there may be multiple combinations of routing
and channel access that provide equal network performance.
While a wide range of systems are explored in this work, further research
is needed in order to create the cross-layer protocol that utilizes our characterizations. A cross-layer protocol must be developed to jointly consider both
routing and channel access for networks with directional antennas and a collection of heterogeneous frequency channels. We also provide insight into the
channel busyness metric in this work and details as to how it may be used in
determining a successful combination of protocols. However, future work will
be needed to integrate the busyness metric into an adaptive protocol. Furthermore, using the framework presented in this thesis, future work could expand
the constraints on the antennas to include directional antennas with overlapping sectors. Future work can also consider changing network environments
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and how to adapt the protocol to suit such changes.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A
Traffic Generation
The traffic generation pattern for the grid topology is determined prior to
the simulation. The same fixed source-destination pairs are used for all results
outlined in this thesis. In Figure A.1, the topology of the grid network is
shown with the inclusion of the numbering of the terminals. These numbers
correspond to the source and destination terminals found in Table A.1. The
source-destination pairs are selected such that half of the terminals on the
outside of the grid transmit to a terminal on the opposite side of the grid.
This arrangement insures that there are several long links and that congestion is likely in the middle of the topology. The remaining source terminals
have somewhat random destinations, although all source-destination pairs are
selected so that the routing may influence the network performance.
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Figure A.1: Basic grid topology with terminals numbered.

Source terminal
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Destination terminal
30
8
28
13
26
3
17
18
19
8
20
19
2
12
16
12
8
25
23
24
10
24
30
13
6
22
4
18
2
20

Table A.1: Table of source-destination pairs for a grid topology.
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